
Welcome to our 
state of the art, 
ultra secure  
Data Centre



Because 
your 
business 
deserves 
the best
As companies become more and more dependent on
their IT systems, and the movement towards cloud
computing rapidly accelerates, there’s an ever-increasing
demand for secure and reliable Data Centre capacity.

Zen Internet, the North West’s multi award winning ISP
and hosting specialists are answering that demand - with
a purpose built Data Centre, providing the region’s
businesses with the service and support they deserve.

•	24/7 manned security & CCTV
•	Connected to our resilient high speed network
•	24/7 environmental management
•	100% independently owned

1350m2.  And every 
single square mm 
monitored 24/7 

Data security is ensured 24/7 by automated management 
systems combined with an onsite central monitoring team, 
security guards and CCTV - covering every square millimetre 
of the secure, temperature controlled environment. Enough to 
support even the most demanding connectivity and bandwidth 
requirements and to seamlessly serve customers with the very 
best in IT hosting. Zen are ISO 27001 certified which means that 
your sensitive data and IT assets are in safe and secure hands.

£4million investment Maximum security



100% guaranteed 
connectivity. 100% 
green commitment

The Data Centre incorporates state of the art N+1 power and 
environmental management infrastructure providing 2MVA capacity. 
Diesel Rotary Uninterruptible Power Supplies (DRUPS) ensure 
that incoming mains power is conditioned and available 100% of 
the time. With 100% guaranteed power, customers can be sure 
of 100% uptime. Overall DRUPS consume less energy than static 
battery based systems, reducing the Data Centre’s impact on the 
environment. This is part of a strategic commitment made by Zen as 
reflected by their ISO 14001:2004 Certifications for Environmental 
Management Systems. Zen has also been awarded participant 
status in the EU Code of conduct for Data Centre Energy Efficiency.

17 years 
experience in 
hosting solutions
Specialist knowledge

Energy efficient & eco-friendly

The new Data Centre provides a full suite of managed hosting, 
cloud hosting, dedicated servers and colocation services. It is 
a major step forward in Zen’s ongoing commitment to hosting, 
which they have been providing to our customers for over 17 
years and which has attracted a string of awards.

Personal consultation. 
Bespoke solutions 
& 24/7 support
Tailored service
Choosing a provider is about finding a partner you can trust 
completely with your mission critical data and applications. 
You will discover that Zen can make a real difference by 
providing you with bespoke solutions based on your 
specific needs - backed up with round the clock support 
and the high quality service your business deserves.



Zen is independently owned and led by founder and 
Managing Director Richard Tang. Zen’s independence is 
strenuously protected, enabling the company to focus 
on providing the right solutions to businesses, with the 
freedom to invest in the future. Investment in the Data 
Centre also demonstrates Zen’s ongoing commitment 
to becoming not just the best ISP in the UK, but the best 
hosting company too.

Zen are a 100% 
independently 
owned company

Talk to Zen today 
about how we can 
help your business

email: hellosolution@zen.co.uk
www.zen.co.uk/data-centre

Call: 01706 902350

Find out more

Complete independence


